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SUMMARY
A wide range of cellular processes requires the formation of multimeric protein complexes. The rise of cryo-
electron microscopy (cryo-EM) has enabled the structural characterization of these protein assemblies. The
density maps produced can, however, still suffer from limited resolution, impeding the process of resolving
structures at atomic resolution. In order to solve this issue, monomers can be fitted into low- to medium-res-
olution maps. Unfortunately, the models produced frequently contain atomic clashes at the protein-protein
interfaces (PPIs), as intermolecular interactions are typically not considered duringmonomer fitting. Here, we
present a refinement approach based on HADDOCK2.4 to remove intermolecular clashes and optimize PPIs.
A dataset of 14 cryo-EM complexes was used to test eight protocols. The best-performing protocol, consist-
ing of a semi-flexible simulated annealing refinement with centroid restraints on the monomers, was able to
decrease intermolecular atomic clashes by 98%without significantly deteriorating the quality of the cryo-EM
density fit.
INTRODUCTION

Crucial processes in our cells such as metabolism, signal trans-

duction, gene replication, and transcription all involve an

interplay between proteins. Understanding intermolecular inter-

actions in complexes between proteins and other biomolecules

is, therefore, key to obtaining a deeper insight into these cellular

mechanisms and their potential pathological effects (Arkin and

Wells, 2004; Wells and McClendon, 2007). In order to analyze

these multimeric protein complexes and their protein-protein in-

terfaces (PPIs), high-quality structures are required. Three

common experimental methods to resolve protein structures

are X-ray crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),

and cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM), of which cryo-EM is

the experimental method of choice to study large functional

complexes (larger than �80 kDa) (Bai et al., 2015; McPherson

and Gavira, 2014). Since the development of direct electron de-

tectors, cryo-EM has become widely used (Bai et al., 2015),

which has resulted in a rapid growth of yearly deposited electron

density maps (EDMs) (3,827 in 2020) (EMBL-EBI, 2021). The ma-

jority of the maps released originate from single-particle (SPA)

cryo-EM (77%), yielding an average resolution of 5.6 Å. Other

cryo-EM techniques such as tomography, which allows in situ

detection, cannot yet reach such high resolutions. However, as

the ex situ conditions of SPA can affect a protein’s conformation,

the lower-resolution maps obtained with in situ techniques are

valuable for studying proteins under physiological conditions

(Schur, 2019).
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De novo modeling of multimeric complexes based on lower-

quality electron density maps can be challenging. Often rigid-

body fitting of available X-ray/NMR monomeric structures or

predicted models (by homology modeling or in silico prediction

using, e.g., AlphaFold [Jumper et al., 2021] or RoseTTAFold

[Baek et al., 2021]) into the EDM is used to build models of those

protein complexes (Esquivel-Rodrı́guez and Kihara, 2013; Mal-

hotra et al., 2019). Various software packages have been devel-

oped for this purpose, such as COAN (Volkmann and Hanein,

1999), DOCKEM (Roseman, 2000), EMFIT (Rossmann, 2000), Si-

tus (Wriggers and Birmanns, 2001), UCSF Chimera (Pettersen

et al., 2004), Flex-EM (Topf et al., 2008), BLC:EM-Fit (Woetzel

et al., 2011), and PowerFit (van Zundert and Bonvin, 2015). After

determinination of the initial position of each monomer, the

models are often refined with respect to the EDM. An example

of such an approach is the refinement of protein models in recip-

rocal space (e.g., by REFMAC) (Brown et al., 2015; Kovalevskiy

et al., 2018). This technique allows the use of well-established

methods developed for X-ray crystallography. Other common

tools, like phenix.real_space_refine (Adams et al., 2010; Afonine

et al., 2018), MDFF/ReMDFF (Singharoy et al., 2016; Trabuco

et al., 2008), and Rosetta (Wang et al., 2016), use real-space

refinement to optimize models. Rapid developments in the field

of protein structure prediction have led to the development of

AlphaFold2 and RoseTTAfold, both of which have shown prom-

ising results in predicting protein oligo- and heteromeric com-

plexes (Baek et al., 2021; Evans et al., 2021; Yin et al., 2021).

In the future, these deep-learning complex models could also
hed by Elsevier Ltd.
commons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Table 1. Dataset used for interface refinement ordered by number of atomic clashes at the interface

PDB ID #Clashesa #Chains #Residues Resolution(Å) Probe score/Å2b PI scorec Reference

6R7I 1,053 13 3,911 5.9 �395.95 �0.25 (Faull et al., 2019)

6N1Q 724 8 4,088 5.16 �22.63 0.18 (Soczek et al., 2018)

6UBY 254 9 3,182 7.5 �16.02 0.38 (Huehn et al., 2020)

6N8Z 185 6 5,274 9.3 �67.99 0.08 (Lee et al., 2019)

6IRF 74 4 3,376 5.1 �21.12 1.14 (Zhang et al., 2018)

6UC0 48 8 2,805 7.5 �25.02 1.35 (Huehn et al., 2020)

6AHF 44 6 5,448 6.78 �29.92 0.53 (Zhang et al., 2019)

3J96 36 13 5,988 7.6 �94.39 1.15 (Zhao et al., 2015)

5HNY 24 3 1,235 6.3 �17.20 �0.30 (Yamagishi et al., 2016)

6ACG 21 4 4,212 5.4 �5.59 – (Song et al., 2018)

5GRS 19 12 3,084 5.4 �52.99 1.30 (Gong et al., 2016)

5WCB 18 6 2,832 6.0 �44.88 0.68 (Zehr et al., 2017)

3J95 15 6 4,482 7.6 �28.25 1.00 (Zhao et al., 2015)

6N7G 7 6 5,744 6.8 �2.73 0.00 (Qian et al., 2019)
aNumber of intermolecular clashes, defined as heavy atom distances less than 2.5 Å. The average number of clashes over the dataset is 180 ± 315.
bNormalized probe score representing the quality of the interface (the larger, more positive, the better), calculated usingMolprobity (Word et al., 1999).
cProtein interface score was calculated using the PI-score algorithm (Malhotra et al., 2021). The reported values are the average PI-score from the

individual interfaces per complex. Model 6ACGwas excluded from this analysis due to exceeding themaximum number of atoms that can be analyzed

by PI-score.
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be used during EDM fitting and PPI refinement, creating a wider

range in prediction protocols for large protein assemblies.

Despite the different complex refinement methods, low-reso-

lution cryo-EMmodels deposited in the PDB often contain a rela-

tively high number of atomic clashes at the PPIs compared with

higher-resolution datasets such as the Docking Benchmark 5

(BM5) (Vreven et al., 2015), which includes a low average number

of 0.38 ± 0.86 clashes at the interface. These clashes in cryo-EM

models are artifacts of the current rigid-body fitting procedure

and are often not resolved by refinement, as electrostatics and

stereochemical properties might not be fully enforced (Igaev

et al., 2019). These clashes contribute to an incorrect or blurry

representation of the interfaces in those protein complexes,

making it challenging to extract information for further experi-

ments (e.g., mutagenesis) or drug design.

Here, we present a refinement protocol to remove clashes

from the PPI of low- to medium-resolution cryo-EM structures

using our integrative modeling software package HADDOCK

(Dominguez et al., 2003), which has recently been extended to

include up to 20 separate molecules per protein complex

(Karaca et al., 2017). Eight different protocols are investigated

in this study, which are benchmarked on a set of 14 multimeric

cryo-EM complexes with resolutions ranging from 5.1 to 9.3 Å.

The results show that clashes at the interface of multimeric

cryo-EM complexes can be reduced by up to 98% by applying

a semi-flexible simulated annealing refinement with restraints

on the centroids of the components of the complex without

significantly compromising the fit to the EDM.

RESULTS

The 14 multimeric cryo-EM complexes included in our dataset

(Table 1; Figure 1) were selected from the PDB based on resolu-

tion (in a range of 5 to 10 Å), size (no more than 20 chains) and
absence of polynucleotides. These complexes were refined us-

ing our integrative modeling software package HADDOCK,

version 2.4. A total of eight refinement protocols were tested. In

all protocols, the first docking stage, rigid-body docking (it0),

was skipped, the complexes were kept in the same orientation

as their reference structure, and 50 models were predicted per

complex. The first five protocols that were tested use the semi-

flexible simulatedannealing (SA) stageofHADDOCK (it1) to refine

thePPIs. This refinement stage introduces flexibility only in the in-

terfaces and works by performing a series of short molecular dy-

namics simulations in torsion angle space. Five restraint setups

were investigated: No restraints, Ca-Ca atomdistance restraints,

ambiguous surface restraints, center-of-mass restraints, and

centroid restraints. We also tested performing only the final

refinement stage (itw), which consists of a short molecular dy-

namics simulation (MD) in explicit solvent (protocol 6 [(MD]).

The last two protocols (protocols 7 [CG] and 8 [CG_MD]) make

use of the recent update of HADDOCK supporting coarse grain-

ing (CG) (Honorato et al., 2019; Roel-Touris et al., 2019). The last

step of this CG docking protocol is the rebuilding of an all-atom

(AA) model of the complex. This final CG-to-AA conversion step

can also be used as a refinement protocol to remove intermolec-

ular clashes after first converting the models into their CG repre-

sentation. This was used on both protocols 7 and 8, with the

difference that in protocol 8 an additional short MD simulation

in explicit solvent was performed. The eight different protocols

are summarized in Table 2 and details are provided in the STAR

Methods. The performance of the protocols was compared by

analyzing the top four models ranked by HADDOCK.

HADDOCK refinement leads to significant PPI clash
removal
The first metric we used to assess the performance of the tested

refinement protocols was the reduction in the number of
Structure 30, 476–484, April 7, 2022 477



Figure 1. Cartoon representation, PDB IDs and cryo-EM map resolution of the selected 14 cryo-EM complexes. Each protein chain is high-

lighted by a unique color
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interatomic clashes at the PPI. Overall, we observed a significant

reduction in the number of clashes with respect to the reference

starting structures. All protocols in which simulated annealing

was used showed a similar decrease in the number of clashes,

from an average of 180 ± 315 in the deposited models (Table

1) to 4 ± 9 in the refined models, corresponding to an average

reduction of 98.2% (Figures 2 and 3A). When only a final refine-

ment in explicit solvent was applied to the reference structures

(protocol 6: MD), fewer clashes could be removed from the inter-

face. We also observed an increase of interface clashes (from 6

in the reference structure to 27 after MD) for 6N7G, the complex

with the lowest number of clashes. The average clash reduction

was 63.1%, which was significantly lower than for the annealing

protocols. A similar trend was observed for the CG-to-AA con-

version refinement protocols, in which the addition of a final

refinement in explicit solvent (protocol 8: CG_MD) led to a

smaller reduction of intermolecular atomic clashes compared

with CG-to-AA conversion alone (protocol 7: CG) (Figure 3A).

CG protocols lead to the best cross-correlation with the
EM density
Besides enhancing the quality of the interfaces, the overlap

between the cryo-EM electron density map and the refined
478 Structure 30, 476–484, April 7, 2022
model also has to be preserved in order for the models to

be in line with the experimental data. For each protocol, we

calculated the cross-correlation between the refined model

and the EM density (CC) and its change with respect to the

starting reference structure (Dcc) (Figure 3B). A positive Dcc in-

dicates an increase in correlation (improvement of the fit with

respect to the EM density), while a negative value indicates a

decrease.

Generally, a slight decrease in cross-correlation was observed

for all tested protocols (note that the cryo-EM density was not

included as a restraint in the refinement). The different types of

restraints in the simulated annealing protocols did not result in

significantly different Dcc values, all around �0.01, except for

the CM restraints, which led to an average Dcc of �0.02 ± 0.02.

The MD protocol, which included a picosecond timescale MD

simulation in explicit solvent, resulted in a similar Dcc compared

with the simulated annealing protocols. The CG-based protocols

maintained the best correlation, with Dcc of �0.005 ± 0.009 and

�0.007 ± 0.008, for CG and CG_MD, respectively.

When taking into account only the analysis of the clash

removal and density cross-correlation, we can conclude that

the CG-to-AA conversion seems to be the best performing

refinement method. Additionally, CG also outperforms the other



Table 2. Overview of the tested refinement protocols

Protocol

Method (HADDOCK

stage)

Additional

restraints ID

1 Semi-flexible simulated

annealing (it1)

– SA

2 Semi-flexible simulated

annealing (it1)

Ca-Ca Distances SA_CA

3 Semi-flexible simulated

annealing (it1)

Surface restraints SA_SR

4 Semi-flexible simulated

annealing (it1)

Center of mass SA_CM

5 Semi-flexible simulated

annealing (it1)

Centroids SA_CTRD

6 Solvated molecular

dynamics (itw)

– MD

7 Coarse-grained

back mapping

– CG

8 Coarse-grained back

mapping and solvated

molecular dynamics

– CG_MD
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protocols regarding computational load, requiring the least

amount of CPU time of all protocols (Figure S1).
PPI quality is enhanced by HADDOCK refinement
Next, we evaluated the quality of the intermolecular contacts at

the PPIs using Probe, which produces an interface score per

Å2 (the more positive the score the better the quality of the inter-

face) (Word et al., 1999). The average calculated probe score for

the 14 reference complexes of the benchmark was found to be

�60 ± 100 (Table 1). All of the tested refinement protocols

were able to improve the probe score significantly compared

with the reference structures, with average scores ranging be-

tween 1.85 and 5.5 (Figure 3C). In line with the clash removal

analysis, the protocols including SA produced similar probe

scores. Including surface (SA_SR) or centroid (SA_CTRD) re-

straints resulted in an average score of 5.5, which slightly outper-

formed the base protocol SA, with an average score of 5.3.

Despite being among the top performing protocols in terms of

clash removal and density cross-correlation, interface refine-

ment using CG-to-AA conversion, with (CG_MD) and without

(CG), the final water refinement led to an average probe score

of 1.8, which was significantly better than the reference complex

structures but ranked lowest compared with the other protocols.

Another metric we used to validate the quality of the PPI of the

eight proposed protocols is the recently introduced PI score

(Malhotra et al., 2021). Here, 12 interface features are calculated

ranging from number of interface residues to shape complemen-

tary. These features are then used in a support vector machine

model, which gives a positive value for predicted native inter-

faces while giving negative values for predicted non-native inter-

faces. Hence, the larger the positive score is, the higher is the

interface quality.

This analysis was performed on 13 reference complexes of the

benchmark (excluding PDB ID 6ACG due to the limitation of

maximum number of atoms in the PI-score calculation), resulting

in an average PI score of 0.55 ± 0.59 (Table 1). The PI scores of
the refined models for the various protocols showed an overall

improvement with respect to the reference structures, with

average scores per protocol ranging from 1.14 to 1.28 (Fig-

ure 3D). The PI scores indicate that the protocols including short

MD simulations in explicit solvent (MD and GC_MD) were the

lowest-scoring setups, with average scores of 1.14 (still higher

than the original structures), whereas the SA protocols resulted

in the best-scoring models. Inclusion of Ca (SA_CA) and cen-

ter-of-mass (SA_CM) restraints led to the best PI scores, with

averages of 1.28 and 1.27, respectively. The other SA-based

protocols as well as the CG protocol resulted in average scores

of 1.23–1.24.

The structural quality of the complete protein
complexes is best preserved in all-atom protocols
Since the produced refined structures should maintain their

structural integrity while improving the interface quality, we

also analyzed the overall structural quality of the produced

models. First, we calculated the Ramachandran and rotamer

outliers, as well as the Molprobity score and Ca-atom geome-

tries (Davis et al., 2007) for each model. After, the predicted

models were checked for the conservation of secondary

structure.

Delta values of the Ramachandran outliers with respect to the

reference structures are shown in Figure S2A. An increase of

Ramachandran outliers, close to 1%, was found for SA-based

protocols, whereas outliers remained close to 0 for the MD pro-

tocol. The largest number of outliers was detected in the CG pro-

tocols (CG and CG_MD). Concerning the rotamer outliers, we

observed an increase of more than 11% on average in all five

SA protocols (Figure S2B). The rotamer outliers showed a similar

trend with respect to the Ramachandran outliers for protocol

MD, as fewer rotamer outliers are introduced compared with

the simulated annealing protocols. The CGprotocol had a similar

performance to protocol MD. Protocol CG_MD, however, per-

formed worst of all, with an average increase in rotamer outliers

of 14%.

Overall, the Molprobity score, which assesses the structural

quality of the entire complex and is dominated by intramolecular

components, was slightly increased (indicative of a lower quality)

by all protocols compared with the reference structures (Fig-

ure S2C). The highest observed score was reached by the

CG_MD protocol, with an average score increase of 0.56. All

SA-based protocols showed a similar score increase of 0.45,

whereas protocols CG and MD showed the least (0.39 and

0.30, respectively). In addition, the delta values of the Ca-atom

geometry analysis (Figure S3) indicated that all protocols

decreased the overall Ca outlier percentage. The five SA proto-

cols showed similar results, with average delta values of 0.5. The

least outlier reduction was observed for the CG protocols, 0.3

and 0.2 on average for CG and CG_MD, respectively.

Finally, for all protocols except the CG refinement, we

observed similar secondary structure conservation (Figure S4)

with respect to the reference structures. Models from protocol

CG included on average a 10% decrease in secondary structure

toward the more unstructured turns. Loss of helical structure

contributed the most to this secondary structure shift (approxi-

mately 9%). The addition of MD simulations (CG_MD) enhanced

the number of secondary structure elements. Nonetheless, the
Structure 30, 476–484, April 7, 2022 479
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Figure 2. Visualization of intermolecular interactions and atomic clashes at protein-protein interfaces

(A–F) Illustration of intermolecular interactions for interfaces of three presentative complexes (6N1Q, 6R7I, and 6UBY) before (A, C, and E) and after (B, D, and F)

clash removal with HADDOCK using protocol 5, the simulated annealing refinement with centroid restraints (SA_CTRD). The orange spheres represent inter-

molecular clashes (atoms with intermolecular contacts <2.5 Å). Unique protein chains are shown in cyan and gray.
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C

D

Figure 3. Atomic clashes, probe score, and delta cross-correlation per protocol (Table 2)

Each boxplot includes the top four ranking refined models of all 14 complexes for the corresponding protocol. (A) Number of remaining clashes.

(B) Delta cross-correlation with respect to the reference model (model-reference).

(C) Probe score/Å2.

(D) Delta PI scores (model-reference) for the top four ranking refined models of 13 complexes (higher values indicate more improvement).

(legend continued on next page)
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percentage of strands and helices in protocol CG_MD remained

significantly lower than for all SA and MD protocols.

It seems that clash removal by CG-to-AA conversion resulted

in perturbations of the secondary structure, leading to protein

models with larger regions that could not be assigned as stan-

dard helix or strand. Although the CG-to-AA back-mapping pro-

tocol performed best in clash removal and in maintaining the

correlation to the experimental density, it did induce shifts in sec-

ondary structure toward less-structured turns conformations.

DISCUSSION

In order to establish which interface refinement approach leads

to the highest-quality complex structures of low- tomedium-res-

olution cryo-EM structures, we compared intermolecular clash

removal, interface quality, density cross-correlation, backbone

quality, and secondary structure conservation. The CaBLAM

analysis showed an improvement in overall Ca geometries with

respect to the reference structures for all protocols, whereas

Molprobity scores were increased for most of the refined com-

plex models, indicating an overall slightly lower quality of the

models with respect to the reference structures. The Molprobity

score is composed of a log-weighted combination of the clash

score, rotamer, and Ramachandran outliers that is calculated

over the whole protein complex instead of only considering the

PPIs. The increase in Molprobity score for the refined complexes

could indicate that resolving the interface clashes comes at the

cost of the introduction of less optimal rotamers and backbone

configurations. Indeed, PI scores calculated for the refined inter-

face models are improved compared with the reference struc-

tures. These findings seem to suggest that, although a slight

quality reduction in overall side-chain and backbone configura-

tion is introduced by refinement of the complete complex, the

protein interface quality is enhanced by all protocols, making

the resulting models more viable to study PPIs.

Because no single protocol scored best for all evaluated fea-

tures, we assessed the impact of eachmetric on the overall qual-

ity of the refined models to determine the best protocol. All

criteria considered, the simulated annealing protocols (1–5) are

the best performing in terms of model quality and secondary

structure conservation. The top protocol, protocol 5 (SA_CTRD),

including centroid restraints, requires minimal prior data genera-

tion and leads to enhanced results in density cross-correlation

and interface quality, while resulting in similar clash removal

compared with the other protocols. Additionally, no secondary

structure perturbation is observed with respect to the reference,

unrefined structures.

Protocol MD, including solely a short, final refinement via aMD

simulation in explicit solvent, performs similarly to protocol

SA_CTRD in the delta cross-correlation and secondary structure

analysis and even outperforms protocol SA_CTRD in the rotamer

and Ramachandran outliers. However, models refined by MD

show the highest number of remaining intermolecular clashes,

with an average of 8.09 (±13.5). Therefore, this protocol is the

least favorable in terms of clash removal, even if on average it

decreased the number of clashes by 63.1%. Protocol CG, using

CG-to-AA conversion, results in better cross-correlation and PPI

clash removal compared with protocol SA_CTRD. CG also

shows an increase of cross-correlation for several refined
482 Structure 30, 476–484, April 7, 2022
complexes. However, CG also leads to significant secondary

structure perturbations (10%). One could argue that secondary

structure assignment can be affected by the cutoff used to

define a secondary structure element in the employed software.

Yet, through manual inspection of the individual complexes, we

have observed severe backbone distortions in CG-produced

complex structures (data not shown), suggesting that this

decrease in secondary structure is not solely a result of the cutoff

definition but the result of the effective clash removal. Hence, we

deem the CG protocols (protocol CG andCG_MD) less fit to yield

accurate interface representations than the other protocols.

Therefore, when all metrics are taken into consideration, the

SA refinement protocol with centroid restraints (protocol 5,

SA_CTRD) appears to be the most optimal protocol to produce

realistic PPIs for large protein complexes (see Supplemental

information).
CONCLUSION

In this study, we have shown the potential of our integrative

docking software HADDOCK for refining the protein-protein in-

terfaces of low- to medium-resolution (5–10 Å) cryo-EM struc-

tures of large assemblies. The current version of HADDOCK

(version 2.4) allows refinement of complexes including up to 20

subunits, which makes it especially suitable for structural refine-

ment of large multimeric complexes.

After all tested protocols are compared, the protocol including

a semi-flexible simulated annealing stage in combination with

centroid restraints (SA_CTRD) appears to produce the highest-

quality complex structures, removing interatomic clashes by

98% and maintaining the secondary structure of the reference

structure. Overall, the models resulting from this refinement

approach provide a more realistic representation of the intermo-

lecular interactions than the reference structures, whichwill facil-

itate the use of thesemodels to address details of the recognition

process and generate new hypotheses such as for residue

mutation studies. This refinement protocol has now been imple-

mented in the refinement interface of the HADDOCK2.4 web por-

tal (https://wenmr.science.uu.nl/haddock2.4/refinement), which

should facilitate its use. A detailed description on how to run

this protocol locally or on the webserver can be found in the

Methods S1 and Table S1.
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HADDOCK (Dominguez et al., 2003), https://wenmr.science.uu.nl/haddock2.4/

PDB-Tools (Rodrigues et al., 2018) https://wenmr.science.uu.nl/pdbtools/

UCSF Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004) https://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/

Molprobity (Davis et al., 2007; Prisant et al., 2020) http://molprobity.biochem.duke.edu

PI score (Malhotra et al., 2021) https://gitlab.com/topf-lab/pi_score

STRIDE Frishman and Argos, 1995) http://webclu.bio.wzw.tum.de/stride/

PyMOL (Schrodinger, 2015) https://pymol.org/2/
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources should be directed to andwill be fulfilled by the LeadContact AlexandreM.J.J. Bonvin

(a.m.j.j.bonvin@uu.nl)

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
This paper analyzes existing, publicly available data. These accession numbers for the datasets are listed in the key resources table

(KRT). All original code has been deposited at https://github.com/haddocking/refine-EM-complexes (https://dx.doi.org/10.5281/

zenodo.5832624) and are publicly available as of the date of publication. DOIs are listed in the KRT. Any additional information

required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All data are generated from the dataset provided in the KRT.

METHOD DETAILS

Data generation and preparation
The dataset used to benchmark the protocols described in this work is composed of 14 cryo-EM complexes in a resolution range of

5–10 Å. Complexes were selected based on the following criteria: (i) a chain count of up to 20, (ii) absence of nucleic acids and (iii)
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minimal redundancy within the dataset. The fourteen complexes selected are summarized in Table 1 and visualized in Figure 1. The

structures were prepared using pdb-tools (Rodrigues et al., 2018). Co-factors distant from any interface were removed for conve-

nience using PDB_delresname.py and noncanonical amino acids were substituted for their canonical counterparts using

PDB_rplresname.py (e.g. MSE to MET). The individual chains were finalized for use in HADDOCK using PDB_tidy.py.

Refinement protocols
We used our integrative modeling software package HADDOCK, version 2.4, to refine the protein complexes in the dataset, testing

several protocols to remove atomic clashes at the interfaces of these multimeric protein complexes. The default HADDOCK protocol

consists of three stages. First, rigid body docking (it0) is performed in which each protein is treated as a rigid entity (Dominguez et al.,

2003). This docking step is usually guided by experimental or predicted interaction information, translated into distance restraints

which bias specific protein regions to interact without predefining their relative orientation. Subsequently, the best models from

it0 (200 by default) move to stage two (it1), which refines the PPIs via simulated annealing protocol in torsion angle space. Here, flex-

ibility is gradually added to the protein interface, first for side chains and then both side chains and backbone, to allow for small

conformational changes and optimize the intermolecular interactions. The third and last stage consists of a final refinement (itw).

In this step, the protein-protein interface is refined by either an energy minimization (default in HADDOCK2.4) or by a very short mo-

lecular dynamics simulation using an explicit solvent shell. Eight different refinement protocols were considered in this work (Table 2).

In all cases the rigid body docking stage (it0) was skipped and the complexes were kept in their original orientation (randomization of

starting orientations turned off). For all protocols, the number of models to be generated was set to 50 for all stages of HADDOCK.

Semi-flexible interface refinement (protocols 1–5)

The first five protocols use the semi-flexible simulated annealing stage of HADDOCK (it1) to refine the interfaces. The simplest form of

this protocol, protocol 1, includes a simulated annealing step in which no additional restraints are provided to guide the refinement,

followed by a final energyminimization in itw. For protocol 2, intermolecular Ca-Ca atomdistances between residues at the PPI within

an 8 Å cutoff are selected as restraints. To allow for movement of the individual chains, the upper distance limit is defined as the

measured Ca-Ca distance padded with 1.5 Å. The lower bound distance was set to 0 Å. During refinement, 50% of the provided dis-

tance restraints is randomly excluded for eachmodel generated. In protocol 3, ‘‘ambiguous surface restraints’’ are taken into account

during it1. These are automatically calculated by HADDOCK as one ambiguous distance restraint per pair of components, defined

between all Ca atoms of the two components with sum averaging and an upper limit of 7 Å. This restraint effectively enforces the two

molecules to remain in contact while allowing for possible changes in the interfaces. The final restraints tested with the simulated

annealing protocol are center of mass (CM) and centroid restraints in protocols 4 and 5, respectively. The center-of-mass restraints

are automatically defined by HADDOCK between each pair of components as a distance restraint between the geometric center of

the Ca atoms of the two components (center averaging). The upper distance limit for the restraints is the sum of the ‘‘effective radius’’

of each molecule, which is defined as half the average length of the two smallest principal components. Centroid restraints are dis-

tance restraints that effectively restrain the position of the geometric center of each component based on its Ca atoms to its original

position.

Refinement in explicit water (protocol 6)

Besides protocols based on the it1 semi-flexible refinement, we have also tested the final refinement stage in explicit solvent (itw) as a

stand-alone protocol (i.e. bypassing the it0 and it1 stage). In this setup (protocol 6), we used the experimental structure of the protein

complex as a starting structure for itw. A solvent shell is built around the complex and, subsequently, a series of short MD simulations

are performed using an integration time step of 2 fs: First, the system is heated to 300 K (500MD steps at 100, 200 and 300 K) while all

atoms except the side-chain atoms at the interface are restrained to their original position (force constant 5 kcal mol�1). Next, 1250

MD steps are performed at 300 K with position restraints (force constant 1 kcal mol�1) for heavy atoms which are not part of the PPI

(residues not involved in intermolecular contacts within 5 Å). Finally, the system is cooled down (1000MD steps at 300, 200 and 100 K)

with position restraints on the backbone atoms of the protein complex, excluding the interface atoms (Dominguez et al., 2003; Van

Zundert et al., 2016).

Refinement by coarse graining (protocols 7 and 8)

The most recent update of HADDOCK supports coarse graining (CG) (Honorato et al., 2019; Roel-Touris et al., 2019) in which

models can be coarse grained using the Martini force field (Monticelli et al., 2008) to reduce computational time as well as to

smoothen the energy landscape. The last step of the CG docking protocol in HADDOCK is the rebuilding of an all-atom (AA)

model of the complex. This final CG-to-AA conversion step can also be used as a refinement protocol to remove intermolecular

clashes as recently demonstrated in a membrane complexes docking protocol combining rigid-body docking with Lightdock (Ji-

ménez-Garcı́a et al., 2018) and refinement in HADDOCK (Roel-Touris et al., 2020). CG-to-AA conversion is achieved by defining

distance restraints between the atomic particles and the CGparticle of which they are a part of. Using these distance restraints, the

initial atomistic models are fitted onto the CG representation and the interfaces are optimized (for details see Roel-Touris

et al., 2019).

For this protocol, we first converted the reference structures to coarse-grained models and generated the CG-to-AA restraints

(automatically done on the web server). Then, it0 and it1 were disabled and only itw was used, which includes the CG-to-AA conver-

sion. The tested CG protocols included the CG-to-AA conversion and a final energy minimization for protocol 7 or CG-to-AA conver-

sion with a final MD refinement in explicit solvent (as done for protocol 6) for protocol 8.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The performance of each protocol using the top 4 models of each complex according to their default itw HADDOCK score was as-

sessed by analysing the intermolecular atomic clashes (i), the interface quality (ii), the cross-correlation with the cryo-EM density (iii),

the overall structural quality (iv) and the secondary structure content (v). The first property we examined was the removal of atomic

interface clashes (i) with respect to the reference structures. Atomic clashes in the protein complexes were calculated as intermo-

lecular heavy atom contacts <2.5 Å. The quality of the interface (ii) based on the contacts between chains was evaluated by using

Probe (Word et al., 1999) in default mode. Calculated probe scores were normalized according to the surface area (Å2). The recently

introduced PI score was used as a second method to assess the interface quality (Malhotra et al., 2021). This method uses a support

vector machinemodel trained on 12 interface features calculated from the atomic complexmodels to score each interface. Individual

PI scores are calculated for each interface within a model. For the analysis, the average PI score over the included PPIs was calcu-

lated for each model.

Besides the PPI quality, we also analyzed the overlap between the experimental electron density map (EDM) and the models. For

this the cross-correlation (iii) of each model with its experimental EDM was obtained by using the Chimera fit in map function

(Pettersen et al., 2004). First, a density map of the atomic refined model was generated by describing each atom as a Gaussian dis-

tribution with a width proportional to the resolution of the experimental map and an amplitude proportional to the atomic number.

Subsequently, the maps were fitted iteratively (2000 steps), sampling over the three rotational and three translational axes until

the overlap converged. The correlation was then calculated using Equation 1, where u represents grid point values of the generated

map and v the trilinear interpolated point values of the experimental map.

Correlation =
ðu; vÞ
jujjvj (Equation 1)

The overall structural quality (iv) of the models was checked by calculating the Ramachandran and rotamer outliers as well as the

Molprobity score of the whole complex via Molprobity (Davis et al., 2007; Hintze et al., 2016; Williams et al., 2018). Additionally, Ca-

atom geometries were analyzed by CaBLAM (Prisant et al., 2020). Finally, we calculated the percentage of secondary structure el-

ements (v) of the protein complexes using STRIDE (Frishman and Argos, 1995) and compared the starting reference structures to

determine the loss or gain in secondary structure.

Visualization of the complexes and preparation of the figures was performed using PyMOL (Schrodinger, 2015).
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